
Cetec ERP
Cetec ERP 101 - The Basics

Web browser usage

Cetec Overview - Records, Reports

Follow Processes

Workorder

Purchasing

Complete Workorder

Sales Order



Where We’re Going
Cetec ERP Intro & Overview

Creating & Editing Records

Cetec ERP Process



Cetec ERP Overview
Web Browser Intro

Homepage

Modules

Basic Navigation



Web Browser Intro
Shortcuts

New Tab ctrl+t

Scrolling Between Tabs right: ctrl+tab

left: ctrl+shift+tab

Closing Tabs ctrl+w

Reopening Tabs ctrl+shift+t

Page Search ctrl+f

Use shortcuts to more efficiently navigate through Cetec and open tasks. Using 
separate tabs in Cetec can prevent you from clicking into a link and then having to “go 
back” as the page is still loaded. 

Here are a few to help get started. You can google other shortcuts, like separate 
windows, bold, underline, italize, etc. 





Web Browser Intro 
Bookmarks

Navigate to web pages quickly





Modules

Each module at the top represents a different department. Each has a dropdown for 
the processes, functions, reports, etc., related to each.

For example, under SALES, you’ve got quoting and orders (order entry), Invoices 
(sales history), CRM: customers, leads, opportunities, and then forecasting and 
reports.



Global search/sandwich menu

Two helpful tools for navigating and using Cetec are the Global search and the 
Sandwich menu in the top right of the screen.
 
The Global Search: you can search the entirety of your Cetec instance w/ the global 
search - parts, customers, POs, Invoices, etc. There will be a dropdown with possible 
options, these will be a link. Be sure to clink the link rather than hitting “enter”.

Sandwich dropdown: you can use these options to customize and better use Cetec 
according to you day-to-day job. Bookmark specific pages or reports you look at daily, 
set up and change your profile, see your time - both logged and passive, see your 
documents. There’s also a few shortcuts at the bottom. 



Searching & Viewing Records
Global Search

Lists - Parts, Customers, Vendors

We’ll look at a couple records for parts, customers, vendors. And then reports/lists 
related to each.

What you’ll notice is that the general format and layout is the same, but with  data and 
fields specific to that record.



First parts, click parts, Views/Lists and then List



We can run a report on all parts in Cetec by hitting submit. There are a number of 
search fields you can use to filter these down. Each column shows the data in the part 
record. 

Click into a part to see the part record



On the left, you’ll see the lefthand navigation, which shows data related to the part: 
Revisions, BOM overview for BOMs, quotes, orders, sales history, pquotes, etc. 

We have basic Part Info up top and then warehouse info below. To edit Part info, click 
Edit in the lefthand navigation. To edit the Warehouse info, select the pencil icon next 
to the Warehouse.



Documents; Notes

Each record - parts, customers, vendors have the documents and notes links. 

You can upload documents to a specific part record, like a drawing, instructions, etc.
Notes can be used for internal communication



This is the Part edit screen. You edit the fields, or not.



Then to save your changes, click update.



Custsomer List

To see a customer record, we will go to Sales > Customers > Customer List. Set your 
filter fields and click submit to search customers.



Vendor List

And similar for Vendors. Purchasing > Vendors > Vendor List



Creating Records - Parts/BOMs & Customers
Creating a new part record

Specifics for creating a new BOM

Specifics for creating a new Customer



Under any list in Cetec, you will see the “Create New” button, or some version of it.

Click this to 



Designate a PRC, or product code, which is a key piece of how Cetec identifies part 
records - a prcpart. PRC is a group or category of your inventory, and part would be 
the SKU or part number. Neither one of these alone are unique, but the PRCpart is 
the unique id of the part record in Cetec.

Then designate if BOM or not and click create



RAW

For a component, you’ll be taken immediately to the part edit screen where you can 
enter part info



FIG (BOM)

If you are creating a new finished good, or sub assembly, in Cetec (a BOM), then 
you’ll be taken to the Edit BOM Revision page. 

Add each component and qty per top and click update. 



Customer

Then we will create a customer to sell our product to.

Under the Customer list, we have the create new button. Click that



A few important notes on the customer: The credit code will default to restricted. You 
can leave that until verified or you can change to ‘good’. 



You’ll also need to add a bill-to address. Scroll down to “Addresses” and select add 
address.



Set your address type to Bill To (ship to will be created automatically as the same bill 
to). 

Then enter the address info, and click update at the bottom of the screen.



Vendor



Click edit to enter Vendor info, like remit address, etc. 



Cetec ERP Process
Build to Stock - Internal Work Order

Purchasing - MRP; Receiving; Put Away

Release Order; Pick Parts & Production

Complete/Receive Finished Good & Put Away

Sales Order - Quoting & Order Entry

Invoicing 

So now that we have a finished good, with the components need to kit it, and a 
customer to buy it and a vendor to source our material from.

We’ll follow a high-level process through Cetec ERP to get and understand the flow 
and how to navigate through Cetec. 
A sales order pulls from stock, so we will start by building our finished good to put it 
on the shelves. 

Cetec can, and does, do ETO, build to order; but will follow this specific 
process as an intro to the general process

An internal, build to stock order, drives demand for raw components and materials to 
be purchased. So we’ll look at MRP, how to use and understand that tool, and then 
create a PQuote, convert to PO, and then receive the products and put them away. 
Because we follow good warehouse practices (HAHAH IF ONLY)
Once we’ve received the raw material, we can release our workorder to the 
warehouse for parts to be picked and then production. Once we’ve logged time and 
performed inspections, we’ll complete/receive the product and put it on the shelf, 
ready for a sales order.
Then we’ll enter a quote, commit it to order, pull it off the shelf, and Invoice and Ship. 



WORKORDER
Internal Order

Build to Stock

Build our finished good and put it on the shelf





This is a quote/order worksheet. This is part of the order entry process in cetec, 
whether it’s an external sales order or internal workorder.

On this internal workorder, we have an Internal Customer automatically assigned.

So all we need to do is add our lines for the finished good. We can do this either by 
clicking add line, or a quick add by inputting the PRCpart on the line and selecting 
Add on the right.



If we click Add Line, we’ll see different fields show up, including location, place for our 
pcrpart, and dates.

We can enter our qty, adjust cost/resale. Then click OK & Add.



Dates, Transcode

Two important definitions are the dates and the transcodes.

Dates:
Work Start Date: the date intended to begin production; for a build order this will drive 
our purchasing demand
Ship date: is the desired ship date, meaning the product is complete and ready to 
ship, or receive and put away.
Dock Date: this is the date the customer would expect to have the product on their 
receiving dock.

Transcodes



Dates
Work Start: the date intended to begin work on a job

This date will drive demand for Purchasing

Ship Date: the date planned for completion and to be shipped

Dock Date: the date the customer is expecting to receive the product



Transcodes
Build

Stock

Charge



We can click more options to add line or technical comments, attach tags, choose a 
revision, etc.



Now we have our quote line. For all lines w/ transcode build, we can use the BOM 
worksheet to view, edit, build, our order specific BOM



BOM Worksheet

Set our Revision, edit the components, add components, edit the component cost, 
etc.





You can load the fixed BOM record by clicking Refresh BOM, or overwrite the 
permanent BOM record by clicking Commit BOM. Select Update to save changes on 
the BOM worksheet



If you’re quoting a BOM, you can add costing like labor, excess material, or Mark it 
up. Click transfer to quote to transfer costing changes to the quote



Commit to Order

Now that we have the quote built out, lines added, we will commit to order. This will 
drive production scheduling, demand for purchasing. 



This is the commit to order screen. Review details and click Commit to Order. If there 
are issues with the quote, Cetec will flag them and require quote updates before 
proceeding.



New Workorder

Now that we’ve committed to order, we have our Order View Screen. 



To pick parts, log time, perform inspections, etc., anything related to a specific job, we 
will click into the Workorder screen, which is home base for production on an order. 



Here is the overview of the Workorder screen, or a job. Notice under the modules that 
we have shifted into the Production tab of Cetec. 

This is what your Production people on the floor would use. 



The first thing we need to do on a job, is to pick the parts needed for manufacturing or 
kitting. So click into the pick parts screen.



You’ll see data pertinent to the part records for picking - qty need, qty picked. The Bin 
and bin qty. Bins are organized on the pick parts screen by Receipt/Lot Code. 

But we do not have any stock for RAW123, so we have to go out and purchase this 
material. 



Purchasing
Creating PQuote (New PQuote, from sales/work order)

Converting to a PO

MRP Overview

We will shift hats to our Purchasing department to source the raw materials needed to 
complete our job.

We’ll look at a couple of options for creating a PQuote; walk through the process of 
converting to a PO; and do an overivew of MRP, which will be purchasing’s home 
screen. 



We have a couple one-off options for creating a new PQuote.

First is Purchasing > PQuotes > New PQuote



Here is our PQuote Worksheet, where we will enter Vendor info, add pquote lines



Input your Vendor, use more options to enter specific PQuote header data (PQuote 
comments, addreses, etc.)

Click OK to save. Then click “Add Line” to add parts to our PQuote



Enter Qty, Prcpart, cost, etc. and click OK to save and add line



Once the PQuote is approved, we need to convert to PO





Now we can send our Purchase Order to our Vendor directly from Cetec-generated 
PDF



We can download the PDF, or email directly to our Vendor.

This is a good sample of documents in Cetec. You can edit what data from your PO 
(or any other object - quote, invoice, etc), using the checkboxes in here. Select what 
you’d like to appear on the document and click “Set Columns”. This will save your 
settings for the next time you open the Purchase Order PDF



Here’s what our PDF will look like. 



PQuote from order

Now back on our original order screen..

We can actually create a PQuote directly from the Order, by clicking create PQuote



You’ll see the qty need, qoh, qty available and qoo of each component.

Either manually enter the qty to add to the PQuote or click the “Set Qty Need for All 
Parts” to auto set all lines. 



Then either select a PQuote to add these to, or leave blank and enter a vendor to 
create a new PQuote.



MRP
Overview

Waterfall (Supply/Demand)





MRP runs (or is generated) when you click Refresh. Typically we suggest Refreshing 
MRP once in the morning and then again after lunch, and work through the updated 
list twice a day.



You’ll see two timestamps on the MRP screen:
MRP Generation
Allocation data

Allocation is a program that runs in the background every 2 hours. It gathers data 
from all of Cetec that is pertinent to stay up to date and accurate on the supply and 
demand - so having allocation run will speed up refreshing MRP and other areas of 
Cetec using this breadth of data. 

Clicking Submit will open MRP as it was last generated. So not the most 
current/up-to-date, but will track progress.



After we’ve run MRP, we will see our report. 

A couple of different dates
Need Date - when the earliest order will need this part; 
Buy Date - need date minus leadtime; when you should buy the part (need leadtimes 
set)

And then Source
ROP: re-order point set in the part record; to keep minimum qty on hand
Supply/Demand: from the Part waterfall, open orders versus placed POs



Then we can see the current QOH and the required quantity for all open orders and 
ROP.



Part Waterfall

On each row, you can click the blue “I”  to open up part record information for this 
part.

You’ll see BOM use, quotes, orders, pos, sales history, etc.

Particularly, we want to see the Waterfall, which captures our supply/demand for this 
specific part that drives the MRP flag and can be a very useful report to help make 
decisions on purchasing.
On the left of the table, you have demand: All Orders requiring this part. These could 
be external sales orders, OR internal build orders needing the part for kitting. 
On the right you have supply, all POs placed that will source this part. Those could be 
external POs from a vendor, OR for an assembly, these could be internal POs against 
internal build orders.

The Orders show the dates driving MRP requirements, primarily work start date.

Between the two is the Projected QOH, that “waterfalls” the QOH by line, either 
subtracting the value for orders using components or adding for POs. So you can see 
what your projected QOH is for a certain date. 



Purchase Materials

Once we’ve refreshed MRP, we can move quickly through our report to purchase 
needed parts.

Select the ‘buy” radio button, and you’ll see the option to either add parts to a pquote 
or create a new one.

Then select the checkboxes for each row and use the drop down to select a pquote, if 
you’d like. Then click the orange button.

As you work through MRP without refreshing, lines will actually be crossed off so you 
know what you’ve ordered. The next time you refresh will be with a new allocation 
timestamp, meaning you will be working through a data set of supply and demand. 



When we create a new PQuote, here’s what it will look like from MRP.

Note: If you have the preferred vendor set, vendor info will bve prepopulated. But if 
not, you’ll have to enter a vendor.



Receiving
Receiving parts

Receipts

Put Away

Now we will shift hats from our purchasing department to our Warehouse where we 
will receive our parts and put them away for future picking and kitting.



On the Warehouse floor, you can navigate to Warehouse > Receiving > Receive Parts



From our Receive Parts screen, we can receive against a PO, or perform a non-PO 
receipt (inventory adjustment).

You’ll need the PO # to receive against. 

For non-PO receipt, add the Prcpart and Qty, then simply click receive.



Once the PO # is entered, you can select which PO line to receive against, and the 
part, qty, cost will all be auto-filled.

You can log your receiving inspection, date code, lot code, exp date, etc. and then 
click Receive. If you are receiving multiple lines off the same PO click Receive and 
Keep PO



You can also navigate to the receiving screen through the PO lines, where our data 
will be auto-populated.

Click receive per PO line



You see our PO # is filled in. We can follow the same receiving process outlined 
before



Enter your qty accepted/rejected

Click receive



After receipt, you can see your receipt, receipt label, and the orders possibly needing 
this part



If we keep the PO on receipt, we can use the dropdown to select the next PO line and 
keep moving through our PO



This is an example of the receipt label, with Prcpart, revision, description, Lot Code, 
Receipt Code and correlating barcodes



Here is our receipt. 

We can perform a put away in the warehouse by clicking “Move”.



If you have a warehouse worker performing put aways, they would navigate to 
warehouse > receiving > put away



They’ll see the list of all Receipts Pending Put Away

Then click Put Away for each receipt/part



They can then enter the bin and the put away quantity



Back to workorder
Releasing Orders

Printing travelers (license plates)

Picking Parts

Logging Time

Completing and Receiving a Job

Now that we’ve completed our PO, received the parts, and put them away, we can 
actually pick parts and complete our job. 

So we will switch hats back to Production, first the production manager, and then our 
job floor worker. 



The Release to Pick screen is where your Production/Warehouse managers can 
release orders for picking, assign them to work locations, batch print license plates, 
etc. 

Under Warehouse > Release to Pick > Release Orders

These three options take you to the same screen, just with different search field 
settings set differently.









Full Order Plate



License Plate (Traveler)

The License Plate will print off the pick list for picking, and the labor plan set in the 
BOM revision.

This is your traveler that would follow the job along the job floor from picking through 
production

This is what will help your job floor workers quickly navigate into the workorder, either 
using the order number or the barcode scanner



To find the job, your worker on the job floor can enter the workorder number in the 
global search or likely search the Production Orders list: 



There are a number of fields to customize a search so that only the refresh is needed 
for your production worker.

They can run their report and click directly into the workorder.



Here is the overview of the Workorder screen, or a job. Notice under the modules that 
we have shifted into the Production tab of Cetec. 

This is what your Production people on the floor would use. 



The first thing we need to do on a job, is to pick the parts needed for manufacturing or 
kitting. So click into the pick parts screen.



Now we can pick our parts by bin and lot code



You can enter the number manually or click pick all lines at the bottom of the screen 
and select update

You can also set the workorder location after parts have been picked using the 
dropdown. Click update to save and register the change. 



Back in the workorder screen, our job floor worker can proceed with production. 
Notice the work location has been set, and we can access workorder documents like 
the license plate. 

Here we can also log time on a job. 

There will be work instructions from the BOM revision labor plan that can require sign 
off, include photos, etc. 



If we click Start Work, Cetec will track the time. 

We can enter batch times as well.





So once we’ve completed production, we need to complete and receive our finished 
product and put it away on the shelves to be sold.

So go to Complete/Receive



On the Complete/Receive screen, we can set the ship qty when parts have been 
picked, and print our packing label and packing slip. 



We can confirm the qty to be relieved (useful in partial shipments, where parts might 
be picked in full, but shipped partial).

Click update and then Complete/Receive Product.

When you do this, the raw components will be consumed in cetec and removed from 
the bin. Until now they’ve been reserved but still exist as individual inventory. NOW 
they will exist only as a part of the finished product.



You’ll be taken the receipt screen for the finished product where you can then put 
away into a bin on the shelf. 





Sales Order
Quoting & Quote PDF

Commit to Order

Final Invoicing



Go to sales > quotes > quote list OR new quote



You can create a new quote from the quote list



CLick the pencil to enter the customer



There are a few required fields: Customer, Cust PO #, Ship To, Ship Via

You can use the More Options carrot to enter more quote header info that will track 
with the quote through to order and invoicing.

Click OK to save the changes



Then we need to enter our lines for the goods we are selling.

Click add line, enter prcpart, cust part #, qty, check cost, set transcode to stock and hit 
ok & add

Again, use more options to enter line comments, sourcing comments, price breaks for 
the quote



We can send out our quote w/ the PDF.

Other options with our quote would be to send to engineering or purchasing for 
review. You can add commissions



When the quote has been reviewed internally, and approved by the customer it’s time 
to commit order for order fulfilment





From our order screen, we can download and send the Pro Forma, packing slip, and 
packing label.

We’ve just completed the finished product and put it on the shelf, so we can move 
with invoicing. But you can do stock checks through the Order. 

You can send it to warehosue for picking the parts and shipping as well. 

When ready, select Invoice/Ship



Adjust the Ship Qty, pick your parts, click update

Then Print your packing docs







Finally, click Create Invoice, which means in Cetec that you have shipped the finished 
good. So we will relieve the inventory and this will immediately hit the ledger



Here’s our final Invoice screen, where we can see the Ledger impact, the cost 
analysis, and download and print/send the Invoice. 

We can also take payment now, or Create an RMA down the road. 







Q&A

Review
-Internal workorder
-Purchasing
-Receiving and put away
-Completing and job
-Processing an external sales order

Any questions? 


